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	Quantum Computer Science: An Introduction, 9780521876582 (0521876583), Cambridge University Press, 2007
In the 1990's it was realized that quantum physics has some spectacular applications in computer science. This book is a concise introduction to quantum computation, developing the basic elements of this new branch of computational theory without assuming any background in physics. It begins with an introduction to the quantum theory from a computer-science perspective. It illustrates the quantum-computational approach with several elementary examples of quantum speed-up, before moving to the major applications: Shor's factoring algorithm, Grover's search algorithm, and quantum error correction. The book is intended primarily for computer scientists who know nothing about quantum theory, but will also be of interest to physicists who want to learn the theory of quantum computation, and philosophers of science interested in quantum foundational issues. It evolved during six years of teaching the subject to undergraduates and graduate students in computer science, mathematics, engineering, and physics, at Cornell University.     

       About the Author

N. David Mermin is Horace White Professor of Physics Emeritus at Cornell University. He has received the Lilienfeld Prize of the American Physical Society and the Klopsteg Award of the American Association of Physics Teachers.  He is a member of the U. S. National Academy of Sciences and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Professor Mermin has written on quantum foundational issues for several decades, and is known for the clarity and wit of his scientific writings. Among his other books are Solid State Physics (with N. W. Ashcroft, Thomson Learning 1976), Boojums all the Way Through (Cambridge University Press 1990), and It's about Time: Understanding Einstein's Relativity (Princeton University Press 2005).
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Designing Web Interfaces: Principles and Patterns for Rich InteractionsO'Reilly, 2009

Want to learn how to create great user experiences on today's Web? In this book, UI experts Bill Scott and Theresa Neil present more than 75 design patterns for building web interfaces that provide rich interaction. Distilled from the authors' years of experience at Sabre, Yahoo!, and Netflix, these best practices are grouped into six...



		

Hilary Putnam (Contemporary Philosophy in Focus)Cambridge University Press, 2005
This volume appraises the major philosophical contributions of Hilary Putnam (b. 1926) to the theory of meaning, philosophy of mind, philosophy of science and mathematics, and moral theory. Concerned not only with the broad spectrum of problems addressed, it also details the transformations and restructuring his positions have undergone over the...

		

Commercial Data Mining: Processing, Analysis and Modeling for Predictive Analytics Projects (The Savvy Manager's Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2014

	Whether you are brand new to data mining or working on your tenth predictive analytics project, Commercial Data Mining will be there for you as an accessible reference outlining the entire process and related themes. In this book, you'll learn that your organization does not need a huge volume of data or a Fortune 500 budget to...





	

Windows Server 2008 Portable Command Guide: MCTS 70-640, 70-642, 70-643, and MCITP 70-646, 70-647Que, 2011

	Thanks for buying the Windows Server 2008 Portable Command Guide: MCTS 70-640,
	70-642, 70-643, and MCITP 70-646, 70-647 . I’d love to say that this book was my idea,
	but the real credit goes to Scott Empson who originally developed the vision of this
	book with Cisco certifications. I’ve worked with Scott and Pearson...


		

Negation and Speculation Detection (Natural Language Processing)John Benjamins Publishing, 2019

	Negation and speculation detection is an emerging topic that has attracted the attention of many researchers, and there is clearly a lack of relevant textbooks and survey texts. This book aims to define negation and speculation from a natural language processing perspective, to explain the need for processing these phenomena, to summarise...

		

Designing Microsoft(r) ASP.NET ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 2001
When I look down, I miss all the good stuff.
And when I look up, I just trip over things.
—Ani DiFranco

When I first heard about ASP.NET at a Microsoft author’s conference over a year ago, I
thought it might just be too good to be true. I can now create Web pages that are based
on compiled code, in one of...
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